Voltage Data Privacy & Protection Portfolio

Discover, protect, and secure high-value data.

Voltage SecureData helps customers retain control of their data security across various industries.

Finance

SIX

SIX regulators require them to apply a strict ‘need to know’ principle. Voltage SecureData’s technology enabled SIX to encrypt data at the source to address privacy compliance.

Major Financial Services Corporation

With some of this client’s largest databases holding over one billion records, they needed to navigate a complex and distributed environment to protect sensitive data in test cases.

Healthcare & Insurance

V2G SecureData helps this client protect sensitive data in a branch while leveraging the power of cloud-based analytics across 160+ distributed applications.

Telecommunications

Swisscom AG

Swisscom quickly leveraged Voltage SecureData’s enterprise-ready encryption-as-a-service solution to protect 90 million customer records at risk of cyberattacks.

Retail

Multi-National Pharmacy Retailer

With hundreds of millions of online transactions each year, Voltage SecureData’s technology helps this client to run secure data analytics for strategic decision-making.

Software & Technology

Leading Provider of Business Processing Services

Before that, the client’s product managers could not access the data. Now, they can view the data as it is protected here to drive insights without exposing any sensitive data.

Eliminate Security Gaps with Voltage SecureData

Protect sensitive data across its lifecycle—while at rest, in motion, and in use.

Discover, protect, and secure high-value data.

80+ patents in privacy by default

250+ protection functions

Leader in dynamic data masking

Learn How

Voltage SecureData helps customers retain control of their data security across various industries.